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Appendix Four
Funds Designated in Full or Major Part for Preservation

The endowments listed below, either fully or in large part, are designated by the terms of their establishment for the preservation of library materials. The earliest, surprisingly, dates back to 1887, when the residuary bequest of Price Geenleaf created a fund which, “shall be applied to the maintenance and support of the Library of said College, by the purchase of books, the preservation and repair thereof.” In 1956, Carl T. Keller in his will also recognized the importance of preserving as well as buying books, but it has been in recent years, with the news about our disintegrating collection spreading abroad that individuals and foundations have particularly responded with essential financial support.

The Malloy-Rabinowitz Preservation Librarian, the first endowed position in the field (1986), propelled Harvard’s efforts forward in a significant way. Several years ago the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences declared preservation a priority for the College and granted class credit to alumni for gifts for this purpose; current-use gifts have been received in addition to endowments. Plans are underway to include a preservation component in future fund-raising efforts.

Harvard University Library

James B. and Esthy Adler Preservation/Publishing Fund (1989), established by James B. and Esthy Adler
Oscar Handlin Preservation Fund (1984), by colleagues and friends
Malloy-Rabinowitz Preservation Librarian (1986), by the Edwin A. Malloy Family and the Tudor Foundation
Howard Phipps Preservation Fund (1988), by the Howard Phipps Fund
Aaron and Clara Greenhut Rabinowitz Fund (1979), by the Tudor Foundation

Harvard College Library

Idalia M. and Lee A. Banash Preservation Fund, by the Lee A. Banash remainder trust (1989)
Roger Enoch Bennett and Josephine Waters Bennett Fund for the Houghton Library (1987), by Josephine W. Bennett Bequest
Price Greenleaf Fund (1887), by Price Greenleaf Bequest
John Harvard Preservation Fund (1990), by general subscription
The Keller Fund (1956), by Carl T. Keller
Harris L. Kempner Fund (1987), by family and friends
Franklin H. Kissner Fund for the Houghton Library (1988), by Melvin R. Seiden
Harvard-Littauer Judaica Endowment (1980), by the Lucius N. Littauer Foundation
Augustus Peabody Loring Memorial Fund (1987), by family and friends
Stanley Marcus Endowment for Rare Books in the Houghton Library (1985), by Stanley Marcus
William B. Wisdom Fund Book and Manuscript Preservation Fund (1962), by the Fidelis Foundation

Harvard Law School Library

James H. Chadbourn (1982), by family and colleagues
James W. Heldt Library Preservation Fund (1988), by Jane W. Heldt
Augustus B. Hill (1989), by Augustus B. Hill Bequest

Frances Loeb Library, Graduate School of Design

Judith and Joseph Auerbach Preservation Fund (1982), by Judith and Joseph Auerbach
Angela Giral Fund for Book Preservation (1982), by friends and colleagues
The Hubbard Fund (1979), by the Hubbard Educational Trust
Jose Lluis Sert Fund (1983), by Friends of the Frances Loeb Library and John C. Harkness